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Trending Report
Trendlines Beat Headlines

Make Complexity Simple…
Make Possible Predictable



Current Situation:
• US Debt Limit was hit in January 2023.
• “Extraordinary Measures” to avoid default.
• US new X-Date is June 1, according to 

Janet Yellen, Treasury Secretary.

Before X-Date:
1)  Resolution to Pass (cuts vs. no-strings).
2)  Temporary Suspension (cloud 2024 election).
3)  Discharge Position (House majority).

After X-Date:
4)  Prioritize debt payments (Soc Sec, military).
5)  Stop paying bills, except interest & principal.

Alternatives:
6)  Mint $1 trillion coin and deposit at Fed.
7)  Ignore debt limit under 14th Amendment

that US must honor its debts.



US Capitalization 1-Year Trend Green = Tilting Bullish          Red = Tilting Bearish



US Sector 1-Year Trend Green = Tilting Bullish          Red = Tilting Bearish



International Equity 1-Year Trend Green = Tilting Bullish          Red = Tilting Bearish



US Bond 1-Year Trend Green = Tilting Bullish          Red = Tilting Bearish



The strategies and concepts discussed are for educational purposes only and do not represent specific investment, tax, or estate planning advice. Investing carries an inherent element 
of risk and includes the potential for loss of principal and income. We believe it is in everyone’s best interests to consult a tax, legal, or investment professional. Past performance is not 
indicative of future results, actual results may vary. The views expressed represent the personal opinions of the presenter or featured guests; not necessarily those of USA Financial or 
its affiliated subsidiaries. Any opinions or forecasting statements are subject to change at any time, and without notice. The information expressed herein is obtained from sources that 
are believed to be credible, however, their accuracy cannot be guaranteed. All data is created from publicly available information and has not been independently verified by USA 
Financial. Trademark and copyright protected, USA Financial and Affiliates.

The Trending Report represents a visual ranking of our formulaic trending analysis. Our calculations forge a unique combination of the stochastic oscillator, the relative strength index, 
the moving average convergence divergence and the elder ray indicator. This is executed over various equity subsets and durations in order to reflect a wide range of sensitivities to the 
market data collected. This is not an investment product offering and is provided for investor reference and perspective only. Past performance is not indicative of future results and 
actual results may vary.© USA Financial
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